DISCLAIMER: The titles included herein are not intended to represent all titles/achievements earned by each Swissy, only those gathered for this awards banquet.

February 1, 2004 to July 31, 2005
Top Ten All-Breed

#1 CH Lone Star's Ryder, L Mayo/G Tomlinson (7197 pts)
#2 CH Red Fern's Beau Derby, A Mcfadden/D Echols (3664 pts)
#3 CH Red Fern's Bonanza Of Derby, J Mangiapelo/J Carver (2160 pts)
#4 CH Carson City Hoss, L Wudel/R Wudel (2142 pts)
#5 CH Foundation's I. B. The Doc, L Houha/A Wallace/S Sterling/J Sterling (1907 pts)
#6 CH Swiss-Acres Shadetree Grace, C Cooper/M Usery/T Gonzales (850 pts)
#7 CH Fallen Oak Arapahoe Bruno, K Plowucha (701 pts)
#8 CH Suddanly Tannenbaum, J Coates/D Campeau/D Coates (481 pts)
#9 CH Quiet Valleys Wind And Fire, T Routh (230 pts)
#10 CH Land's End Aunt Emily Fay, W Sienkewicz (211 pts)

Top Ten Breed

#1 CH Lone Star's Ryder, L Mayo/G Tomlinson (647 pts)
#2 CH Red Fern's Bonanza Of Derby, J Mangiapelo/J Carver (453 pts)
#3 CH Swiss-Acres Shadetree Grace, C Cooper/M Usery/T Gonzales (421 pts)
#4 CH Foundation's I. B. The Doc, L Houha/A Wallace/S Sterling/J Sterling (372 pts)
#5 CH Red Fern's Beau Derby, A Mcfadden/D Echols (356 pts)
#6 CH Fallen Oak Arapahoe Bruno, K Plowucha (345 pts)
#7 CH Carson City Hoss, L Wudel/R Wudel (305 pts)
#8 CH Suddanly Tannenbaum, J Coates/D Campeau/D Coates (228 pts)
#9 CH Palisades Regal Victoria, L Kenney/J Kenney (202 pts)
#10 CH Beowulf Jotnheim Bello Chomo, Lori Price (170 pts)

Top Five Bred by Exhibitor Dogs

#1 CH Cordillera's Future Legend, Karen Becker/Michael Reddin (32 pts)
#2 CH Snowy Mountain's Top Gun, Norm&Dalena Christensen (28 pts)
#3 Alki's Daddy's Ben Busy, Helen&Stuart Kramlich/Nancy Sturgis/Natasha (22 pts)
#4 CH Painted MTN Captain Fantastic, Lisa Simonsen (21 pts)
#5 CH RJSwissies Sir Squire, Richard&Jorja Dent (16 pts)
#5 CH Coldspring Baxter Mtn Bully, Virginia&Michael Miller (16 pts)
**Club Awards**

**Ambassador of the Breed Award**
Honoring the Swissy of outstanding distinction in the previous year.

**Friend of the Greater Swiss Mountain Dog**
Awarded to the individual who has done the most for the GSMD in the United States in the preceding year.

**Margaret Poole Lifetime Achievement Award**
To honor from time to time a person or team demonstrating exemplary service to the GSMDCA over many years.

**Owner-Handled Champion**
The owner-handled award was created to recognize the owner of a Greater Swiss Mountain Dog that is handled for all 15 points to its championship by the registered owner of record. Breeders must be the only owner of a dog in order to be eligible. Professional handlers are eligible for this award only if they are the sole registered owner on the dog. If a professional handler is a co-owner on the dog, the nonprofessional co-owner must be the one that handled the dog for all 15 points to the championship. Paperwork for the owner-handled champions is the responsibility of the owner to send to the GSMDCA Statistician by March 1st of the following year.

---

**Definitions (cont.)**

**Conformation Ranking (cont.)**

**Top Five Bred by Exhibitor Bitches**
- #1 CH Shadetree's Lasting Legacy, Catherine Cooper (32 pts)
- #2 CH Whispering Pine Sacajawea, Lyle&Toni Killpatrick (22 pts)
- #2 CH Snowy Mountain's Trinity, Norm&Dalena Christensen (22 pts)
- #4 CH Sunhavens Sexy Cleopatra, Tony&Barbara Martinez (21 pts)
- #4 CH Holiday Patience Of A Saint, Christina Sahhar (21 pts)
- #4 CH Palisades Foot Loose Fancy Free, Lynne&Bruce Kenney (21 pts)

**Owner-Handled Champions**
- CH Reinherz Wild Thing, Charles&Pamela Kalupa/Frank&Joann Schmidt
- CH Brush Creek's Seline Landhof, Teri May/Brigitte Rhinehart
- CH He's Blue Mists Hard Cash, Tracey Brant/Judy Grindstaff
- CH Patimac's Hooligan of Matterhorn, Laurie&Ron Carmody
- CH Derby Jotunheim Absolut Riot, Lori Price
- CH Beowulf Jotunheim Bella Frida, Lori Price
- CH Sunhaven's Miss Moneypenny, Christine&Robert Grosso
- CH Crown's Axellent Adventure, Kristin Krumpe
- CH Blossom Hill's Peach Azalea, Teryl&Craig Stanger
- CH Brush Creek's Roxy of Landhof, Kathleen Borgmeyer/Brigitte Rhinehart
- CH Brush Creek's Ruben of Landhof, Kathleen Borgmeyer/Brigitte Rhinehart
- CH Roseridge Geveden Be Dazzled RN, Molly&Lacey McNally
- CH Brush Creek's Maia of Landhof, Kathleen Borgmeyer/Catherine Schaefer
- CH Riverwalk's Hailey's Comet, Denise Glass/Julie Detwiler
- CH Riverwalk's 1st Space Hero Buck Roger's, Denise Glass/Sally Oberhaus
- CH Derby's All Dressed Up, Jennifer Mangiapelo/Jeff Carver
- CH Avalon Ridgebridge Dreamboat Annie, Barry&Ellen Goldstein/Skip&Karen Conant
- CH Roseridge Bewitching Roxanne, Agnes Vanek
- CH Whispering Pine Sacajawea, Lyle&Toni Killpatrick
- CH Whispering Pine Ahwahnee, Lyle&Toni Killpatrick
- CH Whispering Pine Haiwatha, Lyle&Toni Killpatrick
- CH Bermuda High's Justa Gamble, Michelle Tieben/Pricilla Phillips
- CH Sudnly Xmplar Kansas Brush Cr, Robin&Shelby Ney/Brigitte Rhinehart
- CH Painted Mtn Captain Fantastic, Lisa Simonsen
- CH Barton Manor's Brooke, Sandra Madden/Cheri Barton
Novice A
#1 CH Corner Creeks Solid Gold Hit CD RN NDD (194.3 avg.)
  Adam&Rita Rimler/Pamela Cosner
#2 Apple Blossom's Caber CD RN NDD (184.7 avg.)
  Nancy&Randall Glenn
#3 Derbys You're The One CD (183.3 avg.)
  Debra Meno
#4 CH Rippling Waters Havelock Key CD NJP NDD VGS (182 avg.)
  Melissa&Brett Jarriel
#5 Von Thrall's Land Rover CD DD (180.8 avg) Tracey Brant

Novice B#1
#1 CH Clearwater's Babe In The Woods CD NWPD (182.5 avg.)
  Teryl&Craig Stanger
#2 Tymeles Caylith V. Sdny CD (180.8 avg.)
  Leslie Wemhoff
#3 CH Blue Mist Yuletide Jackson CD (178.5 avg.)
  Todd&Sandi Snyder/
  Judy Grindstaff

Open A
#1 CH Hamburg Seavaridge Tilly CDX RA DD WPD VGSX (188.3 avg.)
  Amanda Hoyer

Club Awards 2003

The honorees from the last Awards Banquet were:

Ambassador Of The Breed
CH Lone Star's Ace UD OA OAJ OAP PT HRD1 HTD1-s DD VGSX WGSX

Friend Of The Swissy
  Sandi Snyder

Lifetime Achievement Award
  Lori Price

Definitions (cont.)

Novice: The first level, Novice, results in your dog earning a Companion Dog (CD) title. The dog will have to heel both on and off leash at different speeds, come when called, stay (still and quietly) with a group of other dogs when told, and stand for a simple physical exam.

Open: The second level, Open, results in your dog earning a Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) title. He must do many of the same exercises as in Novice, but off-leash and for longer periods. Additionally, there are jumping and retrieving tasks.

Tracking
Tracking Tests allow dogs to demonstrate their natural ability to recognize and follow human scent. A dog only needs to complete one track successfully to earn each title. A dog earns the title Tracking Dog (TD) by following a track 440 to 500 yards long with three to five changes of direction. The track is laid by a human tracklayer and is “aged” 30 minutes to two hours before the dog begins scenting. The goal is to use the scented track to locate an article left at the end of the trail by the tracklayer. The owner, who doesn’t know where the track goes, follows the dog on a long leash and can encourage the dog during the test.

Herding
To earn a Junior Herding Dog (JHD), the dog must demonstrate its ability to collect and control stock, put stock in motion, move the stock in straight lines and turns, negotiate obstacles and come to a reliable stop at the pen. The stock must be taken through both corner panels and through the center obstacle to qualify. Course time is 8 minutes.

Herding Trial Dog classes, with levels HTD I, II and III, take place on a standard course. All levels include an outrun, lift, fetch, wear and/or drive, and pen. At the started level, the outrun is short and the handler may accompany the dog and sheep throughout the course. At the intermediate level, the outrun is longer and the handler may accompany the dog only partway through the course. At the advanced level, the outrun is longer, the handler remains at the handler's post until time to pen, and after the pen there is an additional exercise (removing a ribbon from a marked sheep).
Pack Dog
Earning a Pack Dog title requires the dog to carry a percentage of its weight on a five or ten-mile hike on four separate occasions. At the Novice (NWPD) level the dog carries 20% of its weight and 30% for the WPD level.

Weight Pull
Dogs compete to see who can pull the most weight 16 feet. They pull a wheeled cart on an earthen surface. The handler has no contact with the dog during the pull, so it is up to the dog's willingness to pull. To earn a GSMDCA Working Weight Dog title, your swissy must successfully pull the following weight at 4 separate qualified events: WWD – 10 times their body weight; WWDx – 15 times their body weight; WWDs – 20 times their body weight (only 3 times).

Agility
Agility is a sport in which a dog runs through a timed obstacle course under the guidance of the handler. Each run is timed and scored with the goal of completing the course with the highest score possible. To acquire an Agility title, a dog must earn 3 qualifying scores per class level under at least two different judges.

Conformation
Dog shows (conformation events) are intended to evaluate breeding stock. Judges examine the dogs and place them in accordance to how close each dog compares with the judge's mental image of the "perfect" dog as described in the breed's official standard. These standards include qualifications for structure, temperament and movement. In short, they describe the characteristics that allow the breed to perform the function for which it was bred. Most show dogs are competing for points toward their championship. To become an official AKC champion of record, a dog must earn a total of 15 points, which includes 2 major wins under 2 different judges.

Obedience
Obedience Trials test a dog's ability to perform a prescribed set of exercises on which it is scored. Dogs and handlers compete against a standard of perfection, rather than against each other. To earn a qualifying score (leg), the team must score more than 50% of the possible points in each exercise, and earn a total score of at least 170 out of a possible 200 points. An obedience title is earned with 3 qualifying scores (legs).

Register of Merit

Versatility Greater Swiss (VGS)
CH Claddagh Legacy Cimarron Luvmedo CD RA DD NWPD VGS, Amanda Hoyer/Carla Fleming, 06/10/05
CH Rippling Waters Havelock Key CD NJP NDD VGS, Melissa&Brett Jarriel, 04/14/05

Versatility Greater Swiss Excellent (VGSX)
CH Hamburg Seavaridge Tilly CDX RA DD WPD VGSX, Amanda Hoyer, 05/22/04
Novice Draft Dog (NDD)
Apple Blossom's Caber CD RN NDD, Nancy & Randall Glenn, 04/23/05
CH Corner Creeks Solid Gold Hit CD RN NDD, Adam & Rita Rimler / Pamela Cosner, 04/29/04
CH Drumhill Precious Charlottebronte NDD, Virginia O'Rorke / Sharyl Mayhew, 04/29/04
CH Edelweiss Born To Be Wild V.Cynoaks CD NDD, Rita Rimler / Pamela Cosner, 06/10/05
Kcier Rasmussens Burley NAJ NDD, Jim & Mary Jo Rasmussen, 05/30/04
CH Painted MTN. Sea Biscuit NDD, Lisa & Glen Simonsen, 05/21/05
CH Rippling Waters Havelock Key CD NJP NDD VGS, Melissa & Brett Jarriel, 04/09/05

Draft Dog (DD)
CH Claddagh Legacy Cimarron Luvmedo CD RA DD NWPD VGS, Amanda Hoyer / Carla Fleming, 06/10/05
CH Hamburg Seavaridge Tilly CDX RA DD WPD VGSX, Amanda Hoyer, 05/02/04
Siserole's Arista CD DD, Carolyn White, 04/29/04

Register of Merit
A ROM is earned for progeny that receive an AKC Championship. A dam must produce 5 champions and a sire must produce 10 champions.

Versatility Greater Swiss
The versatility award was created to recognize those Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs who show great breadth of achievement. One of the primary goals of this award is to encourage all Swissy breeders and owners to preserve the Swissy as an "all around" dog with a long tradition as a multi-use farm dog as well as a beautiful show dog. A VGS title is earned upon completion of the CH and CD titles, plus 2 other GSMDCA accepted titles, including those in the areas of Draft Dog, Pack Dog, Working Weight Dog, Agility, Tracking.

Versatility Greater Swiss Excellent
The Versatility Greater Swiss Excellent (VGSX) title is awarded to dogs whose achievements have been recognized with at least four (4) conformation, obedience, and performance event certifications earned beyond primary levels. Dogs receiving the VGSX title must have completed at least an AKC conformation Championship (CH), and AKC Companion Dog Excellent (CDX) title, and two (2) other titles from two (2) of the other performance categories (C through I) at advanced levels.

Versatile Companion Dog
Versatile Companion Dog 1 (VCD1) is given to a dog that has earned the AKC titles of Companion Dog (CD), Novice Agility (NA) or Novice Agility Preferred (NAP), Novice Agility Jumpers (NAJ) or Novice Agility Jumpers Preferred (NJP), and Tracking Dog (TD).

Draft Dog
Draft Tests are a series of exercises designed to develop and demonstrate the natural abilities of purebred Greater Swiss Mountain Dogs in a working capacity. The Greater Swiss Mountain Dog has historically functioned as a draft dog in various capacities, and performance of these exercises is intended to demonstrate skills resulting from both inherent ability and training which are applicable to realistic work situations. Dogs must be willing to work with their handlers and the exercises must be accomplished efficiently. It is also desirable that the dog evidence willingness and enjoyment of his work in a combination of controlled teamwork with his handler and natural independence. To earn a GSMDCA draft dog title, your swissy must earn a passing score in all elements of the draft test. A NDD title is earned at the Novice (on-leash) level, and a DD title is earned at the Open (off-leash) level.
The AKC and GSMDCA titles recognized at this banquet cover the period February 1, 2004 to July 31, 2005. A July 31st cutoff was used because it was the latest that title data were available.

Conformation Rankings are for the Calendar Year 2004
Obedience Top Winners are for the Calendar Year 2004
Owner-Handled Champions are for the Calendar Year 2004
* = Titles earned during the last awards period and not included in the last Awards Program

Points of Contact

If you wish to report a title, or learn how to earn one, contact:
Draft Chair—Steve Likevich, twinpine@mindspring.com
Herding Chair—Pam Capelli, pamsalchli@yahoo.com
Obedience Chair—Chris Lero, cmlero@aol.com
Pack Dog Chair—Molly Eichhoefer, eichhoefer@nettally.com
Versatility Chair—Bill Faure, krisper@localnet.com
Weight Pull Chair—Huck Bothner, hbothner@umuc.edu

If you have a correction to your Swissy’s information, contact:
Awards Chair—Sandi Snyder, sandi@swissy.com

Ground Rules

Novice Working Pack Dog (NWPD)
CH Beowulf Geveden Plutonium NWPD, Molly&Lacey McNally, 03/26/05
CH Bermudah High’s Ringmaster NWPD, Jessica&Pamela Kalupa/Joann Schmidt, 05/29/05
CH Bermudahii Pillage N Plunder NWPD, Pamela&Charles Kalupa/Joann Schmidt, 04/04/04
Carolina Geveden Unforgettable NWPD, Molly&Lacey McNally, 06/27/04
CH Claddagh Legacy Cimarron Luvmedo CD RA DD NWPD VGS, Amanda Hoyer/Carla Fleming, 05/21/04
CH Clearwater’s Babe In The Woods CD NWPD, Teryl&Craig Stanger, 04/28/04
CH Deeridge SC: Algonquin At TFF NWPD, Jeff Schmitt/Kathy Nebel, 10/03/04
CH Dixieland Blazing Julius NWPD, Natalie O’Neill/Connie Beauregard, 09/26/04
CH Dixieland Blazing Maximus NWPD, Jennie Chen/Connie Beauregard, 02/21/04
CH Dixieland Blazing Pride RN NWPD, Pamela&Ronald Capelli, 04/28/04
Federal Hill’s Alpine Raven NWPD, Amy Allen, 04/15/05
Ge-Lo’s Liesel of Brush NWPD, Patricia M Wentz, 04/28/04
Maverick NWPD, Therese Wukawitz, 11/11/04
CH Park Place’s Quixote Of Sny Mtn NWPD, Joy Lazarus/Alexa Malott, 11/11/04
CH Redfern Bring It On Gilda V Derby NWPD, Charles&Pamela Kalupa/Joann&Frank Schmidt, 05/29/05
CH Rina Derby’s Leviathan NWPD WWD, Jerry&Debbie Kennedy/Brandon Houp, 04/28/04
CH Shadetree’s Geveden Gold Medal NWPD, Molly&Lacey McNally, 11/29/2003*
CH Shadetree’s Rough N Ready Teddy NWPD, Marlys Eichhoefer/Vicki Combs, 02/07/04
CH Snowy MT Kodiak Of Destiny NWPD, Tony&Doreen Pesce, 05/21/04
CH Tanglwood Autum Majestic Gold NWPD, Montgomery&Nicole Hull/Melissa Fogarty, 04/04/04
Twinpine’s Aiko NWPD, Natalie O’Neill, 09/26/04
CH Windrider A Timber CD NWPD, Alyssa Ashton&Vikrum Shah, 03/20/04

Working Pack Dog (WPD)
CH Hamburg Seavardige Tilly CDX RA DD WPD VGSX, Amanda Hoyer, 05/21/04
CH Macalphines Geveden Hole-N-One WPD, Kelsey&Molly McNally, 03/26/05
CH Windrider’s Northern Aire WPD, Joy Ann Lazarus, 11/11/04
Weight Pull

Working Weight Dog (WWD)

Bluegrass Dakota Moon WWD, Linda&Tom Moskos, 04/29/04
Davka's Mighty Miss Mia WWDX, Dave&Kathy Caslin, 06/19/04
Davka's Mochachino WWDS, Tim Cunningham & Mary Johnson, 11/23/2003*
CH Derby's Miss Sadie NWPD WWD, Jerry&Debbie Kennedy/
Kristin Kleeman, 04/29/04
Derby's Uptown Girl WWDS, Dave&Kathy Caslin, 04/24/05
Seavaridge's Alaska Max WWD, Jan Angrave, 05/05/04
Suddanly Cranberry DK WWD, Dave&Kathy Caslin, 07/25/04
Suddanly Deanna of Troi WWDS, Mary Johnson/Tim Cunningham, 07/24/04
Suddanly SL Power Surge WWDS, Mary Cunningham/Dan Campeau/
Kathleen Caslin, 11/8/2003*

Working Weight Dog Excellent (WWDX)

Aly-Man's Cagney Rex WWDS, Huck Bothner, 02/01/04
Davka's Mighty Miss Mia WWDX, Dave&Kathy Caslin, 11/07/04
Davka's Mochachino WWDS, Tim Cunningham/Mary Johnson, 04/23/05
Derby's Uptown Girl WWDS, Dave&Kathy Caslin, 11/8/2003*
Suddanly Deanna of Troi WWDS, Mary Johnson/Tim Cunningham, 07/25/04
Suddanly SL Power Surge WWDS, Mary Cunningham/Dan Campeau/
Kathleen Caslin, 11/23/2003*

Working Weight Dog Superior (WWDS)

Aly-Man's Cagney Rex WWDS, Huck Bothner, 04/29/04
Davka's Mochachino WWDS, Tim Cunningham/Mary Johnson, 04/24/05
Derby's Uptown Girl WWDS, Dave&Kathy Caslin, 11/07/04
Suddanly Deanna of Troi WWDS, Mary Johnson/Tim Cunningham, 02/24/04
Suddanly SL Power Surge WWDS, Mary Cunningham/Dan Campeau/
Kathleen Caslin, 04/29/04

Obedience (Cont.)

Rally Novice (RN)

Apple Blossom's Caber CD RN NDD, Nancy&Randall Glenn, 07/30/05
CH Bermuda Hi's Treasure Chest RN, Ronald&Pamela Capelli, 04/10/05
CH Claddagh Legacy Cimarron Luvmendo CD RA DD NWPD VGS,
Amanda Hoyer/Cara Fleming, 01/09/05
CH Corner Creeks Solid Gold Hit CD RN NDD, Rita&Adam Rimler/
Pamela Cosner, 04/23/05
Derby's Xtravagant Ms Liesel RN, Joseph&Moana Ikley, 04/23/05
Digger Down Under CDX OA OAJ RN, Deborah Revell, 01/09/05
CH Dixieland Blazing Pride RN NWPD, Pamela&Ronald Capelli, 04/10/05
Double Dog Dare Ya CD RN NA, Dr. Cheryl Fuller, 06/05/05
CH Hamburg Seavaridge Tilly CDX RA DD WPD VGSX, Amanda Hoyer,
01/09/05
CH K B Ranch's Moose CD RN NWPD WWDX VGS, Teryl&Craig
Stanger, 07/11/05
CH Roseridge Geveden Be Dazzled RN, Molly&Lacey Mcnally, 07/30/05
Snowy Mountain Bandit UD RN OA OAJ AXP AJP, Don&Jan Manning
03/12/05
Willow's Whsppalm Pat Tillman RN, Scarlet Harriss, 04/15/05

Rally Advanced (RA)

CH Claddagh Legacy Cimarron Luvmendo CD RA DD NWPD VGS,
Amanda Hoyer/Cara Fleming, 02/12/05
CH Hamburg Seavaridge Tilly CDX RA DD WPD VGSX, Amanda Hoyer,
02/12/05

H e r d i n g

Junior Herding Dog (JHD)

CH Macalphines Blackberi Brandi JHD, Laurie Carmody/Leigh Conner, 11/14/04

Pre-Trial Tested (PT)

CH Lone Star's Ace UD OA OAJ OAP PT HRD1 HTD1-s DD VGSX WGSX,
Don Beard, 03/06/05
### Companion Dog (CD)
- Apple Blossom's Caber CD RN NDD, Nancy & Randall Glenn, 10/24/04
- CH Bermuda High's Shelly Bay PK CD ROM, Pricilla Phillips, 05/08/05
- CH Blue Mist Yuletide Jackson CD, Todd & Sandi Snyder / Judy Grindstaff, 06/06/04
- CH Claddagh Legacy Cimarron Luvmedo CD RA DD NWPD VGS, Amanda Hoyer / Carla Fleming, 01/29/05
- CH Clearwater's Babe In The Woods CD NWPD, Teryl & Craig Stanger, 05/06/04
- CH Corner Creeks Solid Gold Hit CD RN NDD, Adam & Rita Rimler / Pamela Cosner, 05/29/05
- Derby's Eveready CD, Debra Meno / Kristin Kleeman, 05/30/05
- Derbys You're The One CD, Debra Meno, 06/24/04
- Double Dog Dare Ya CD RN NA, Cheryl Fuller, 09/04/04
- CH Edelweiss Born To Be Wild V.Cynoaks CD NDD, Rita Rimler / Pamela Cosner, 05/29/05
- Gaberial's Guard CD, Barry & Rita Miskin, 03/14/04
- CH Rippling Waters Havelock Key CD NJP NDD VGS, Melissa & Brett Jarriel, 10/02/04
- Tymeles Caylith V. Sdny CD, Leslie Wemhoff, 03/20/04
- CH Tymeles Ralenth V. Sdny CD, Leslie Wemhoff, 05/11/05

### Companion Dog Excellent (CDX)
- Digger Down Under CDX OA OAJ RN, Deborah Revell, 11/13/04
- CH Hamburg Seavaridge Tilly CDX RA DD WPD VGSX, Amanda Hoyer, 05/22/04
- CH Lone Star Prairie Whisper CDX TD, Christine Lero / Lisa Mayo, 07/10/05

### Novice Agility (NA)
- Clearwater Violet Is Blue CDX NA NAJ, Karissa Richardson, 04/09/05
- Double Dog Dare Ya CD RN NA, Cheryl Fuller, 07/25/04

### Novice Agility Jumpers (NAJ)
- Clearwater Violet Is Blue CDX NA NAJ, Karissa Schumann, 07/04/04
- Digger Down Under CDX OA OAJ RN, Deborah Revell, 02/22/04
- Keier Rasmussen's Burley NAJ NDD, James & Mary Jo Rasmussen, 05/01/05

### Novice Agility Preferred (NAP)
- CH Jodel's Bestseller CD NA NAJ OAP OJP, Jan Manning, 03/28/04

### Novice Agility Jumpers Preferred (NJP)
- CH Rippling Waters Havelock Key CD NJP NDD VGS, Melissa & Brett Jarriel, 04/14/05
- CH Waterford's Becket Von Ironclad CD NJP, Monica & Jim Zaworski, 03/06/04

### Open Agility (OA)
- Digger Down Under CDX OA OAJ RN, Deborah Revell, 07/09/05

### Open Agility Preferred (OAP)
- Digger Down Under CDX OA OAJ RN, Deborah Revell, 07/09/05

### Open Agility Jumpers Preferred (OJP)
- CH Jodel's Bestseller CD NA NAJ OAP OJP, Jan Manning, 10/10/04

### Open Jumpers Preferred (OJP)
- Hunter CD OA OJP TD VCD1 DD NWPD WWDX WGS, Sandi & Todd Snyder, 04/18/04
- CH Jodel's Bestseller CD NA NAJ OAP OJP, Jan Manning, 02/13/05
- CH Ridgbridg Soldier Of Fortune CD NAP OJP DD NWPD WWDS VGS, Todd & Sandi Snyder, 06/13/04

### Agility Excellent Jumpers Preferred (AJP)
- Snowy Mountain Bandit UD RN OA OAJ AXP AJP, Don & Jan Manning, 01/15/05

### Agility Excellent Preferred (AXP)
- Snowy Mountain Bandit UD RN OA OAJ AXP AJP, Don & Jan Manning, 10/17/04
CH Alki's King Of Rock N Roll, Christopher & Michelle Sager, 03/13/05
CH Alki's Bringin Down The House, Robert King/Nancy Sturgis/
Brandon Wilson, 01/21/05
CH Alki's Inbound Bogey Bearing NW, Jaime & Isaac Paulson/
Nancy Sturgis, 07/10/04
CH Alpenglow's Jasper Skipper, Mitch Templeton/Kathleen Spencer, 10/03/04
CH Apple Blossom's Candy Kiss, Carol Thornberry, 09/04/04
CH Avalon Ridgebridge Dreamboat Annie, Barry & Ellen Goldstein/
James & Karen Conant, 08/22/04
CH Avalon Dream Of The Archer, Susan Starnes/Teresa Hand, 03/14/04
CH Aw Alki Sudnly Dreamgirl, Marlys Eichhoefer, 07/25/04
CH Axel Van De Samaika, Matthew Nelson, 04/03/05
CH Baron Von Himmelstor, Larry Hauskins/Robert Kiar, 04/30/05
CH Barton Manor's Brooke, Sandra Madden/Cheri Barton, 09/03/04
CH Beowulf's Mercedes, Carmelita White, 02/20/05
CH Beowulf Geveden Plutonium NWPD, Molly & Lacey McNally, 05/14/05
CH Beowulf Jotunheim Bella Frida, Lori Price, 06/06/04
CH Beowulf Shamrock Shepherd, Julianne & Rob Wilson, 06/12/04
CH Bermuda Hi's Six Ft Offshore, Jane Sellick, 04/15/05
CH Bermuda High's Justa Gamble, Michele Tieben/Pricilia Phillips, 07/24/04
CH Bermuda Hi's Breakin' Curfew, Robbie Diffey, 11/28/04
CH Blossom Hills Peach Azalea, Teryl & Craig Stanger, 08/22/04
CH Blossom Hills Sturdy Aspen, Linda & Tom Moskos, 01/23/05
CH Bluegrass Mi Derby Song, Kristin Kleeman/Paul Weckman, 08/29/04
CH Bluegrass Summer Night Dream, Dolores Stanhoff, 07/30/05
CH Brkhaven's Lucky Bet, Scott Patton, 05/08/05
CH Brush Creek's Maia Of Landhof, Catherine Schafer/Kathleen Borgmeyer, 03/06/04
CH Brush Creek's Ohanna Landhof, Connie & Ian Mclean, 05/15/05
CH Brush Creek's Roxy Of Landhof, Kathleen Borgmeyer/Brigitte Rhinehart, 08/22/04
CH Brush Creeks Ruben Landhof, Brigitte Rhinehart/Kathleen Borgmeyer, 08/20/04
CH Brushcreek Sigi Landhof Ge-Lo, Maria Jensen/John Boughton, 10/30/04
CH Brushcreeks Seline Landhof, Teri May/Brigitte Rhinehart, 11/20/04
CH Brushcreek Ulyssa Landhof G-L, Alan Dake/Brigitte Rhinehart, 06/05/05
CH Brushcreek Urhans Landhof G-L, Mike & Sheila Everman, 03/12/05

CH Twinpeaks Pepper Spray, Gerald Stevens/Erin Mewilliams/Grainne Ruth, 03/27/05
CH Twinpeaks Yippee Cayenne, Erin Mewilliams, 05/14/05
CH Whispering Palms' Happy Ending, Laurie Carmody & Juanita Thrall Jones, 07/15/05
CH Whispering Pine Annie Oakley, Lyle & Toni Killpatrick, 02/29/04
CH Whispering Pine Hiawatha, Dennis & Catherine Tindall/Lyle & Toni Killpatrick, 01/23/04
CH Whispering Pine Sacajawea, Lyle & Toni Killpatrick, 03/28/04
CH Whspralms Mstyholow Newsflash, Patricia Cole, 06/13/04
CH Whispering Pine Ahwahnee, Lyle & Toni Killpatrick, 10/23/04
CH Whsp Palm's Rmr Ms Independence, Juanita Thrall Jones/Patty Graves, 01/21/05
CH Whspralms Mstyholow Northnstorm, John & Stacy Crispeno, 11/21/04
CH Willow's Whspalm's Lily Potter, Denise Loewe/Lisa Callahan, 07/11/04
CH Willow Whspalm Cami Granato, Denise Loewe & Kyle Loewe, 07/10/05
CH Windsors' Good Luck Charm, Don Lamb, 05/06/05
CH Ruben V Maxamillion, Andrew Stephenitch/Holly Nagler, 02/18/05
CH Seamus Zum Ringo Dem Grossen, Peter Ziegler, 05/30/04
CH Seavaridge's Showtime Lexi, Peggy Kaza, 09/25/04
CH Selton's Bureau Creek Boo, Marc Bliss/Heather Krenk, 02/26/05
CH Shadetree's Ariano Foundation, Sandy&Jerry Sterling, 08/14/04
CH Shadetree's Just Peachy, Michele Slate, 01/23/05
CH Shadetree's Lasting Legacy, Catherine Cooper, 09/12/04
CH Shadetree-R'Water James River, Karen &Roger Lowman, 06/12/05
CH Shamrock Commander And Chief, John & Cathy Scott, 10/23/04
CH Shamrock Sennenbold V Schatz, Karen Hannon /Rob&Julianne Wilson, 07/25/04
CH She's Blue Mist's Class Act, Judy Grindstaff, 02/19/05
CH Snowy Mountain's Trinity, Norm&Dalena Christensen, 08/07/04
CH Snowy Mountain's Top Gun, Norm&Dalena Christensen, 08/29/04
CH Snowy Mtn's Notorious Sebastian, Paul&Teri Goldberg, 02/20/05
CH Stone Lea Prelude To A Kiss, Jennifer&Jay Joseph, 04/17/05
CH Stone Lea Take Five, Katherine La Rue, 05/30/04
CH Suddanly Neelix Of Brushcreek, Brigitte Rhinehart, 02/29/04
CH Suddanly Sorcerer's Journey, Mary Turner/Daniel Campeau, 03/26/05
CH Sudnally Beguiling O'Twinpeaks, Erin Mcwilliams/Stephen Hewitt, 04/10/04
CH Sudnally Macarne Rollin Albert, Jan Collins/Daniel Campeau, 04/15/05
CH Sudnally Xmplar Kansas Brush-Cr., Robin Ney/Brigitte Rhinehart, 06/13/04
CH Sudnally Hillside Jenny Nuetron, William Abel/Daniel Campeau, 02/27/05
CH Sudnally Captain Kirk, Susan Whalen, 11/20/04
CH Sudnally CPT. Benjamin Sisko, Daniel&Jennifer Coates/Daniel Campeau, 08/15/04
CH Sudnally Hyde Park New Eagle, Maria Alonso, 08/22/04
CH Sunhaven's Miss MoneyPenny, Christine&Robert Grosso/Barbara Martinez, 9/19/04
CH Sunhavens Sexy Cleopatra, Tony&Barbara Martinez, 09/26/04
CH Sunhaven's Domino Derval, Sarah Smith/Barbara Martinez, 03/07/05
CH SV General J L Chamberlain, Mary Wilson, 02/07/04
CH Swisswood's Mr Big Ruff, Deborah&Herb Davis, 06/13/04
CH Swisswood's Diamond N The Ruff, Cheryl&David Gerzabek, 09/05/04
CH Toasters Black Pearl, Linda Moskos, 06/11/05
CH Trout Creek Black Raspberry, Bonnie Huett, 09/18/04
CH Trout Creek's Dunlucce O'Cornerstone, Rita Rimler/Pamela Cosner, 04/30/05

CH Caernarvon's Beth, Sheila&David Oates, 04/16/05
CH Caernarvons Chief, Virginia Keir, 04/24/05
CH Carolina-Shadetree's Fantasia, Daniel&Jennifer Coates, 11/18/04
CH Calypso Gusgal V Maxamillion, Terry Brown/Holly Nagler, 06/05/05
CH Cedarcove's Classic Red Baro, Carolynn Wamsley, 05/30/04
CH Colorfield's Glenn Mango, Annmarie Raygor/Dennis Williams, 05/14/05
CH Colorfield's Kent Mango Tree, Annmarie&Paul Raygor, 04/23/04
CH Colorfield's Nam Doc Mai, Annmarie Raygor/Dennis Williams, 03/19/04
CH Cordilleria's Future Legend, Karen Becker/Michael Reddin, 02/16/04
CH Cordilleria's Copperopolis, Joseph Rota/Karen Becker, 08/01/04
CH Cordilleria's Lil Bombardier, Charon Burns/Karen Becker, 07/10/04
CH Crown's Axellent Adventure, Kristin Krumpe/Michael Rusk II, 12/12/04
CH Daysprings Royal Aravis, Cathy&John Scott, 09/25/04
CH Deerridge SC: Bella Anja, Faye Carter, 04/08/04
CH Derby Cyclone Kentucky Dream, Julie Mulloy/Kristin Kleeman, 04/02/05
CH Derby Your Pal Jocie Of Flower Hill, John&Ann Rasmussen, 02/22/04
CH Derby's All Dressed Up, Jennifer Mangiapelo, 05/23/04
CH Derby's Academy Award, Kristin Kleeman/Brad&Chris Selleck, 07/31/04
CH Derby's Grand Beau Geste, Steven&Debra Carey, 04/23/05
CH Derby Jotunheim Absolut Riot, Lori Price/Kim Harpole, 08/27/04
CH Derby's Simply Enchanting, Kendra Hayes/Kristen Kleeman, 05/15/05
CH Derby's Warlock Of Whispering Pine, Antoinette Killpatrick/Kim Harpole/Kristin Kleeman, 05/21/05
CH Derby's Xhilaration Tertia, Dr. Elizabeth Carmichael, 04/09/04
CH Derby's Zippin' Briggs, Leslie&David Bryson, 04/24/04
CH Derby's Zone Of Brutality, Michael Rusk/Kristin Kleeman, 06/19/04
CH Derby Xchange W Toaster N Gtown, Ken&Robyn Toth, 11/06/04
CH Dixieland Blazing Pride RN NWPD, Pamela&Ronald Capelli, 11/06/04
CH Dogwoods Klydesdale, Janice Angrave/Nancy Trageser, 07/01/04
CH Drum Hill MT. Airy Ursar Major, Helene Nathanson/Debra Figiel, 12/11/04
CH Drum Hill's Queen Of The Prom, Debra Figiel/Helene Nathanson, 05/22/04
CH Dufenhof's Queen Of The South, Maryynn & John Maher/Ellyn Signet, 05/15/05
CH Emely Von Entingas, Holly Nagler, 02/20/05
CH Federal Hill's Follow The Leader, Julia Fryman, 05/30/05
CH He's Blue Mist's Hard Cash, Tracey Brant/Judy Grindstaff, 11/13/04
CH Holiday Patience Of A Saint, Christina Sahhar, 10/30/04
CH Houha's Sheer Delight, Loreen Houha, 07/04/04
CH Houha's Bluebonnet Of Texas, Mike&Suzanne Cofresi/Loreen Houha, 05/06/05
CH Houha's Sheer Excitement, Jennifer Chapman/Loreen Houha, 05/08/04
CH Imperial's Mauser, John&Rachel Krass, 04/18/04
CH Landhof's Vixen Brush Creek, Robin Ney/Brigitte Rhinehart, 04/02/05
CH Land's End Deirdre Madra Mor, Leslie Mulledy & Thomas Mulledy, 07/09/05
CH Land's End Kickin It Up, Tracy Houlihan/Winifred Sienkowicz, 12/02/04
CH Land's End Nan's In Seattle, Winifred Sienkiewicz, 12/02/04
CH Legacy's Oskee Bow Wow, Robert Valentine, 01/29/05
CH Legacy's Putting On The Ritz, Melody & Glen Groos, 07/03/04
CH Land's End Deirdre Madra Mor, Leslie Mulledy & Thomas Mulledy, 07/09/05
CH Land's End Kickin It Up, Tracy Houlihan/Winifred Sienkowicz, 12/02/04
CH Legacy's Oskee Bow Wow, Robert Valentine, 01/29/05
CH Legacy's Putting On The Ritz, Melody & Glen Groos, 07/03/04
CH Federal Hill's American Derby, Ann Mccune Fryman, 02/25/05
CH Lone Star's Bella, James Bell & Lisa Mayo, 07/22/05
CH Lone Star's Bo Bailey, Lisa Mayo, 05/02/04
CH Lone Star's Everybody Loves Jane, Lisa Mayo, 10/24/04
CH Lone Star's Joni Lisa Mayo, 04/11/04
CH Lone Star's T-Bone, Lisa Mayo, 04/11/04
CH Lone Star's Everybody Loves Jane, Lisa Mayo, 10/24/04
CH Low-Valley's Buddy, Shannon Lowman, 10/24/04
CH Low-Valley's Hope Lowman, Stephanie Lowman, 05/08/04
CH Low-Valley's Koda Dean's Dream, Becky Painter, 06/14/05
CH Low Valley's Lord Titan, Maureen&William Cornman, 03/28/04
CH Low-Valley's Buddy, Shannon Lowman, 10/24/04
CH Macalphine's Be My Valentine, Connie Ostrowsk/Leigh Conner, 03/26/05
CH Macalphine's Iceberg, Patricia&George Saxon, 05/15/05
CH Macalphines One For All, Denise Mcadams-&Matthew Evans, 07/31/04
CH Mars' Mourning Dove V King'S, Mary Beth Usey/Diane Engelking, 02/28/04
CH Mars' Pikachu I Choose You, Don Lamb, 10/23/04
CH Mi SB Roman Maximus, Hope Burns/Lori Iraola, 04/17/05
CH Moon Valley's Emperor V Derby, Jim Sanfillippo/Charles Houston, 09/05/04
CH Noble Farm Autumn's Guinevere, Kara Rumfola, 06/12/04
CH Noble Farms Alpine Avalanche, Valerie Guthrie/Tiffany Meray, 06/12/04
CH Nox's Rhine Maiden, Colleen Murray Robson/ Renee Perroncel, 05/09/04
CH Oakridge's Betsy Ross, Antoinette Killpatrick/Joan Gloor, 04/03/04
CH Painted Mountain Kanakane, Regina Reese/Lisa Simonsen, 05/08/05
CH Painted Mountain Pacific King, Gary Lewandowski/Lisa Simonsen, 05/08/05
CH Painted MTN Captain Fantastic, Lisa Simonsen, 06/05/04
CH Painted Mtn. Gallant Man, Holly Beck/Lisa Simonsen, 09/05/04
CH Palisades Foot Loose Fancy Free, Lynne&Bruce Kenney, 09/25/04
CH Patimac's Houligan Of Matterhorn, Laurie&Ronald Carmody, 08/27/04
CH Polyanna Opportunity Strikes, Paulette Spiering, 05/24/04
CH Polyanna's Splynter, Paulette Spiering, 05/16/04
CH Polyanna's Terye, Paulette Spiering, 10/03/04
CH Polyanna's Willie, Paulette Spiering, 11/18/04
CH Quiet Valleys Timeless Elegance, Traci Routh, 06/26/05
CH Quiet Valley's Yellow Rose Of Texas, Michael&Suzanne Cofresi, 02/15/04
CH Redferrn's Critic's Choice V. Derby, Marge Lifschultz/ Pamela Cosner/
CH Reinherz Wild Thing, Charles&Pamela Kalupa/Joann&Frank Schmidt, 07/26/04
CH Rippling Waters Havelock Key CD NJP NDD VGS, Melissa&Brett Jarriel, 02/15/04
CH Rippling Waters Jamaica, Pat Cole, 04/02/05
CH Riverwalk Legacy's Oliver!, Denise Glass, 06/05/05
CH Riverwalk's Hailey's Comet, Denise Glass/Julie Detwiler, 12/05/04
CH Riverwalk's Jeneva, Jonathan Bastian, 06/18/05
CH Riverwalks Lunar Diademe, Judy Brown-Fletcher, 12/12/04
CH Riverwalk's Mist Of Avalon, Kend&Veronica Kern, 05/29/04
CH Riverwalk's 1st Spacehero Buckrovers, Sally Oberhaus/Denise Glass, 07/02/04
CH Riverwalk's Sputnik, Denise Glass, 02/26/05
CH Rjswissies Miss Sadie Mae, Richard&Jorja Dent, 06/24/04
CH Rjswissies Sir Squire, Richard&Jorja Dent, 04/09/04
CH Rose Ridge Bewitching Roxanne, Agnes Vanek, 10/24/04
CH Rose Ridge Mr Henri La Fauve, Leslie&Robert Wudel, 11/07/04
CH Roseridge Geveden Be Dazzled RN, Molly & Lacey McNally, 07/25/04